Background
==========

Alzheimer disease (AD) is a progressive central nervous system degeneration, which is characterized by a gradual decline in cognitive abilities and activities of daily living \[[@b1-medscimonit-22-4670],[@b2-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. AD is the cause of 60% to 70% of all cases of dementia \[[@b1-medscimonit-22-4670],[@b2-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The most common symptoms of AD are an expanding variety of cognitive disorders, which usually starts with dysfunction of memory, and, as the AD progresses, involves language, orientation, praxis, attention, and perception functions \[[@b3-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The proteinopathy, cholinergic deficit, and neurodegeneration in early AD involves brain areas responsible for noncognitive functions, including structures and pathways of vision \[[@b4-medscimonit-22-4670]--[@b8-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. Visual changes occur early in the course of AD and have a potential role as noninvasive biomarkers of AD-related neurodegeneration \[[@b9-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. AD is associated with a wide variety of pathological changes in the retina and brain visual system \[[@b9-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. Some of the disorders of visual function may become noninvasive markers for the diagnosis of AD, and also may provide a better understanding of the mechanisms of visual perception *per se* \[[@b9-medscimonit-22-4670]--[@b17-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. One of the most promising and potentially insightful provisional biomarker is color vision \[[@b10-medscimonit-22-4670]--[@b18-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The extent and nature of vision disorders in AD patients remain controversial \[[@b9-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. Some researchers have reported dysfunctional color vision and color memory in AD patients \[[@b18-medscimonit-22-4670]--[@b20-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. Some research reports indicate deficits of color perception at specific color axes according to the RGB (Red-Green-Blue) system, corresponding to the maximum sensitivity to different light wavelengths of 3 types of retinal cone photoreceptors, while others did not identify selective color vision deficits \[[@b9-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. Most research reports have found abnormalities in the Tritan axis in AD patients \[[@b14-medscimonit-22-4670],[@b18-medscimonit-22-4670]--[@b20-medscimonit-22-4670]\], while reports from other research groups suggest that the Deutan axis may be dysfunctional \[[@b13-medscimonit-22-4670]\].

Cholinergic neurons of the nucleus basalis of Meynert have a number of important functions in modulation of visual perception \[[@b21-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. In AD patients, the nucleus basalis is one of the brain structures involved, degenerating at the earliest stages of the disease and leading to the cholinergic deficit in the cerebral cortex. In addition, according to the 2-streams (dorsal and ventral) hypothesis of the neural processing of visual perception, the ventral stream is associated with form and color representation; it goes to areas of the inferior temporal lobe and has strong connections to the medial temporal lobe, which encodes long-term memories \[[@b22-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. This indicates that research on disorders of color perception may be a promising strategy in search of functional markers of early AD.

Among the provisional visual markers of AD, one very interesting and still poorly understood phenomenon -- Fechner illusory colors -- has received no attention in AD research. Our search of databases of published research articles found no scientific reports dealing with the investigation of Fechner illusory colors in AD.

Fechner illusory colors are also called subjective colors, Fechner-Behnam subjective colors, and pattern-induced flicker colors (PIFC) \[[@b23-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. Fechner colors are the illusory colors that are perceived from the repeated flashing of black and white patterns. Benham's disk (also known as Benham's top) is a spinning disk with an alternating black and white pattern developed to create the experience of PIFC \[[@b23-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The Fechner illusory colors are experienced when the flicker rate of black and white stimuli is neither too slow nor too fast \[[@b23-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. Usually PFICs are seen when the speed of rotation (frequency) is going from 120 revolutions per minute (rpm) or 2 Hz up to 360 rpm or 6 Hz \[[@b23-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The most common method for measuring Fechner illusory colors is some form of color matching to determine the color experienced by the participant \[[@b23-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. While PFICs have some individual variation, there is a remarkable degree of agreement across observers \[[@b23-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. Many different types of explanations have been provided to explain the experience of PFICs. Initially, the most popular explanation of how the monochromatic or neutral flickering stimuli produce the perception of color was based on the difference in information processing speed by different types of retinal cones, especially by the relative slowness of the blue or short-wavelength cone (S cone) compared to the speed of the other 2 cones -- the green or medium-wavelength cone (M cone) and the red or long-wavelength cone (L-cone). Differences in responsivity spectra of S, M, and L type cone cells could not be an explanation, because the stimulus was monochromatic (neutral) black and white and despite that, they produced several concentric bands of different colors on the spinning disk. There were no "real" physical colors corresponding to different wavelengths of light on the disk. Also, there were no differing compositions of red, green, and blue components, which are able to imitate the real physical colors (which is the case for computer monitors and TV screens). If illusory colors are experienced due to the slowness of the S cones, then the most probable neuroanatomical substrate of PFICs are the retinal ganglion cells, responsible for the blue-yellow opponent process \[[@b23-medscimonit-22-4670],[@b24-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. Despite the seeming plausibility of this explanation, there are some facts that cannot be explained by the difference of information processing speed in different types of cones \[[@b23-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. Until now there has been no generally accepted explanation for PIFCs. Some more recent fMRI investigations showed that Fechner illusory colors may be a cortical phenomenon associated with a ventral stream of visual information (ie, with the interaction between visual areas V1, V2, and V4), which anatomically is ongoing at the inferior temporal cortex \[[@b25-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The inferior temporal cortex has numerous connections with the medial temporal lobe and is affected by the neurodegeneration early in the course of AD.

The purpose of the study was to explore and compare perception of Fechner illusory colors in AD patients and normal controls.

Material and Methods
====================

Study participants
------------------

The present prospective, cross-sectional, case-control study was carried out at the Alzheimer Disease and Dementia Subunit of the Department of Neurology, VUH Santariskiu Clinics. We recruited 80 participants into the study. We enrolled 40 AD patients (the AD group) and 40 control participants (the control group, CG), who were matched by age, sex, and education.

Informed consent forms (ICF), which were approved by the VU Hospital Santariskiu Clinics Biomedical Ethics Commission, were signed by all participants.

The research Protocol and ICF were approved by the VU Hospital Santariskiu Clinics Biomedical Ethics Commission (approval No. EK-42).

Inclusion\\exclusion criteria
-----------------------------

Inclusion criteria for AD group participants were: 1) AD diagnosis established based on NINCDS-ADRDA criteria; 2) mild or moderate dementia based on MMSE score 14 or more; 3) at least 65 years old; 4) education at least 8 years; 5) Hachinski Index equal to or less than 4; 6) Yesavage GDS depression score equal to or less than 19; 7) no significant vascular signs or other neurodegenerative pathology results of the head-on CT or MRI.

Exclusion criteria for AD group participants were: 1) diagnosis or any signs of any other than AD neurodegenerative disease; 2) diagnosis of any significant psychiatric disorder, such as schizophrenia, delirium, psychosis, or other; 3) diagnosis or any symptoms of significant cardiovascular, hepatic, or metabolic disorders; 4) history or evidence of past or current drug or alcohol abuse.

Inclusion criteria for control group participants were: 1) normal cognition based on MMSE score 27 or more; 2) at least 65 years old; 3) Hachinski Index equal to or less than 4; 4) Yesavage GDS depression score equal to or less than 19; 5) education at least 8 years.

For the CG group, the same exclusion criteria were used as for the AD group.

Investigation tools
-------------------

Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score was used as a measure of overall cognitive status.

We used a Benham's disk attached to a device of original construction to control the speed and direction of rotation. The device could rotate the Benham disk at speeds of 90 rpm, 120 rpm, 150 rpm, 180 rpm, and 210 rpm clockwise and counter-clockwise. The device was constructed and calibrated at the Gediminas Technical University, Vilnius, Lithuania. The rotation speed of 210 rpm was chosen for the main study after initial proof-of-concept investigation because it had less flicker and greater stability and saturation of observed colors.

We used a variant of the Benham disk with one half of the disk colored solid black and the other half containing 4 perfectly concentric arcs consisting of 4 black lines. The thickness of lines was equal to the white spaces between the black lines. The diameter of the disk was 120 millimeters. The distance from the observing participant to the rotating disk was 60 centimeters. The observation angle was 11.5°. Letters from A to D were assigned to the bands of stripes for the clockwise rotating disk and letters E to H were assigned for the bands of the counter-clockwise rotating disk for the purposes of further analysis ([Figure 1](#f1-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="fig"}).

We analyzed Fechner illusory colors appearing when black and white stripes were rotating fast. We used a 210 rpm (revolutions per minute) speed of rotation, or 3.5 Hz, for the reasons mentioned above. The Benham disk was covered and not visible to the participants until the disk achieved a stable angular speed. The PC monitor used to the evaluate the color template was switched off before the participant provided answers regarding the colors of the bands of stripes on the rotating disk, and only after that the monitor was switched on and the participant was asked to indicate the most resembling color on the screen. The names of the colors were not used for further analysis due to heavy influence of the color categorization in the language and a wide variety of color vocabulary used to describe the illusory Fechner colors, but the naming was needed to be sure that the participants are actually seeing some kind of color. RGB primary, secondary, and tertiary colors with the addition of 4 neutral colors were used to standardize the participants' responses. The participants were asked to choose the color from the template on the monitor that most resembles the illusory color they had seen. The template for color matching was constructed from vertical bands of RGB primary, secondary, and tertiary colors with the addition of 4 neutral colors. A forced-choice paradigm was used, which was necessary to standardize the responses of participants. Codes and order of color bands used in the template for matching Fechner illusory colors with RGB colors are provided in [Table 1](#t1-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table"}. Numbers of colors were used for the purposes of further evaluation, but were not visible on the screen.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

We used the Shapiro-Wilk test for the verification of normality of data distribution. Homogeneity of variances was evaluated by means of the Levene test. Skewness and kurtosis were calculated for all distributions and used for further inferences. The *t* test was employed to compare continuous variables in participant groups. Comparisons between groups were performed using parametric analysis. For comparison of the groups on the basis of categorical variables, the chi-square test was used. The value of statistical significance was set at p\<0.05.

Results
=======

Demographic characteristics and MMSE scores
-------------------------------------------

The age (p=0.91), education (p=0.21), and sex (p=0.82) of AD and CG groups did not differ. Demographic characteristics and MMSE results in AD and CG groups are presented in [Table 2](#t2-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table"}.

The number of AD and CG participants reporting the perception of Fechner illusory color on each arc when the Benham's disk is rotating clockwise and counter-clockwise are provided in [Table 3](#t3-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table"}, based on the matching template color indicated by the participant.

Reversing of the colors when the direction of rotation reverses is evident in [Table 3](#t3-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table"}. This reversal of color order, which is typical for healthy controls, remains intact in the AD group.

The numbers of AD and CG participants perceiving spectral versus neutral color on each arc of lines when the Benham's disk is rotating clockwise (arcs A to D) and counter-clockwise (arcs E to H) is provided in [Table 4](#t4-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table"}.

For further analysis, the grouping of Fechner illusory colors according to blue-yellow opponent process theory was performed. Based on data provided in [Table 1](#t1-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table"}, pure blue color without any constituent parts of red or green (hexadecimal html code \#0000FF) was assigned to group 1. The mixed colors containing both blue and yellow (red plus green, only red, or only green by RGB system) components were assigned to group 2. The colors lacking any amount of blue constituent and composed only from components of the yellow part of the blue-yellow opponent axis (ie, colors containing red plus green, or only red, or only green based on RGB system) were assigned to group 3. The scheme of assigning the matching template colors to the groups based on the blue-yellow opponent process theory is provided in [Table 5](#t5-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table"}.

The differences in perception of Fechner illusory colors were grouped according to the blue-yellow opponent process constituent parts in AD and CG ([Figure 2](#f2-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
==========

AD patients retain the ability to see Fechner illusory colors, but they significantly more frequently report neutral colors (e.g., shades of gray, black, white) than participants from the control group ([Table 4](#t4-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table"}).

At 210 rpm, clockwise, the outermost (1^st^) arc appears dark saturated blue, the second set of lines pale magenta, the third arc of lines green, and the innermost (4^th^) arc of lines looks clear or luminescent yellow, orange, or red. When the direction of Benham disk rotation is changed to counter-clockwise, the colors reverse order. This reversal of color order when changing the direction of disk rotation remains intact in AD subjects.

The phenomenon of Fechner illusory colors is not entirely understood. A possible explanation of why the study participants see colors when looking at the rotating achromatic stimulus disk may be that the cone receptors in the human retina respond at different rates to red, green, and blue. Even more importantly, the latencies at the center and the surroundings differ for the different types of color-specific retinal ganglion cells. Substantial evidence exists that PIFCs appear due to neural activity in a wide range of nervous system structures, from the retina to the visual cortex, and there are some indications that the blue-yellow opponent process may explain subjects' experience of all the different Fechner colors \[[@b24-medscimonit-22-4670]\].

The color opponent process is a color theory that indicates that the human visual system interprets information about color by processing signals from cones and rods in an antagonistic manner \[[@b26-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The 3 types of cones (L for long, M for medium, and S for short wavelengths of light) have significant overlap in the wavelengths of light to which they respond; therefore, it is more efficient for the human visual system to record differences between the responses of cone cells, rather than to analyze and compare individual responses from each type of cone \[[@b26-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The opponent process theory posits the existence of 3 different opponent channels: red *vs.* green, blue *vs.* yellow, and black *vs.* white (achromatic) \[[@b26-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The opponent process theory accounts for neural mechanisms that receive information from the 3 types of cones and process it in a more efficient way, finally producing the various phenomena of color experience \[[@b26-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. According to the opponent process theory, 2 other types of cells are involved in response to color stimuli: bipolar cells and ganglion cells \[[@b26-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The parvocellular layer cells process the color-related information and may be assigned to 2 groups: one of these groups processes the information about the difference of activity of L and M cones, while the other group processes the difference between S cones and a combined activity of both L and M cones \[[@b26-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The first type of cell is responsible for red-green opponent process axis and the second type is responsible for blue-yellow opponent process axis \[[@b26-medscimonit-22-4670]\]; specifically, the latencies of processes at the center and the surrounding differ among the different types of color-specific ganglion cells \[[@b23-medscimonit-22-4670]\].

Our results show that a significant difference in reporting various colors between AD and CG groups. Very few AD patients reported pure blue color (\#0000FF) when viewing the outermost arc of lines on a Benham disk rotating clockwise and the innermost arc of lines on a disk rotating counter-clockwise; whereas control group participants most frequently reported clear and saturated pure blue in these arcs on the disk rotated in the same direction ([Table 3](#t3-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table"}). When colors seen by the study participants moved to the yellow part of the blue-yellow opponent axis, the difference between colors reported by AD and CG groups gradually vanished.

Importantly, the 4 colors visible on the disk by the healthy control group participants do not follow the RGB-derived sequence, usually provided in the published literature as "blue -- green -- yellow -- red". Our CG group reported the sequence "blue -- magenta (or rose) -- green -- yellow (or orange, or red). This clearly is not the sequence expected if a unidimensional wavelength-dependent process is underlying the illusory Fechner colors. The sequence of colors reported by participants in our study is explained much more reasonably by the opponent process theory. Even more unexpected is that if all phenomenal properties of Fechner illusory colors are explained exclusively by the blue-yellow opponent axis, as is contended by Schramme et al. \[[@b24-medscimonit-22-4670],[@b27-medscimonit-22-4670]\], the arc next to the one that appears as blue should be seen as greenish. In our study, the second arc after blue most frequently was seen as magenta or rose by the participants of both groups, and only the third one was green. When the disk was rotating clockwise, there was much more scattered reporting of colors by AD group subjects, clearly skewed to the red but not to the green ([Table 3](#t3-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table"}). It may be hypothesized that the colors observed on the outer and inner arcs of lines, and which are at the greatest distance from each other, are reasonably explained by the blue-yellow opponent process. The 2 middle arcs (the 2^nd^ and 3^rd^ clockwise and counter-clockwise) exhibit signs of intrusion of the red-green opponent process, which significantly affects visible colors only in a small range located inside of a much wider interval, which is under the influence of the blue-yellow opponent process. If this explanation of "2 opponent processes involved" is feasible, there still remains the difference between blue-yellow opponent process, responsible for "coloring" of distant arcs and red-green opponent process, which is responsible for colors of the 2 middle arcs, located near each other: when the disk is rotated clockwise, colors of the outermost and innermost arcs follow the direction from shorter (blue) to longer (yellow, or a sum of red and green) wavelengths; in contrast to this, the colors of 2 middle arcs follow the direction from longer (red) to shorter (green) wavelengths. Furthermore, red and green seem unequal in this "double-opponent process" explanation because the AD group tended to shift reported colors from green to red in both extremities of the wide blue-yellow opponent process activity range ([Table 3](#t3-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table"}). This cannot be explained just by the action of the 2 opponent processes at different ranges. Consequently, there is good reason to suppose that the processes ongoing at the retinal ganglion cells level are not sufficient to explain the illusory color sequence in its entirety. Thus, the phenomenon of Fechner illusory colors originates from neural activity in the retina and the more central structures of the visual system. The fMRI research findings reported by Tanabe et al suggest that the visual cortex, which processes pattern recognition, may be involved in the generation of illusory colors \[[@b25-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The results from this fMRI study indicate that modulation from V4 to V2 to V1 plays a significant role in the perception of Fechner illusory colors \[[@b25-medscimonit-22-4670]\].

PIFCs may become useful in medical diagnosis \[[@b27-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The utilization of PIFCs in medical diagnosis and the biological interpretation of the neural network involved would also benefit from research on Fechner illusory colors in AD \[[@b27-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. The decline in blue opponent perception, if properly standardized, may be used as a cheap and noninvasive diagnostic marker in early diagnosis of AD as an addition to other cognitive, electrophysiologic, behavioral, and emotional regulation methods \[[@b28-medscimonit-22-4670]--[@b31-medscimonit-22-4670]\]. On the other hand, the pattern of decline in perception of Fechner illusory colors in people with AD can be helpful for further research in order to understand the nature of visual perception of color, and may have even broader implications for the fundamental mind-body relationship. This kind of empirical research may lead to reconsideration of some basic premises of such renowned thought experiment as "Mary's room" or "Mary the super-scientist" proposed by Frank Jackson and intended to argue for the existence of qualia and against physicalism. Bearing in mind the results of research using Fechner illusory colors, the initial basic premise of this thought experiment about the possibility of existence of an entirely black and white room, where Mary the super-scientist is working without any possibility to see spectral colors, seems quite problematic due to the established fact that movement of black and white patterns may produce the experience of illusory colors, indistinguishable from real physical spectral colors. This means that isolation of Mary the super-scientist in the black and white room does not provide a possibility to deprive her of subjectively experiencing colors.

Conclusions
===========

AD patients retain the ability to see Fechner illusory colors. The reversal of color order when changing the direction of disk rotation remains intact in AD patients. The visibility of spectral illusory colors is significantly less frequent in AD patients compared with normal controls. The perception of pure blue Fechner color was markedly lower in the AD group than in the control group. The illusory colors reported by AD patients when observing the blue-producing arcs of lines are much more scattered around the pure blue color than in the control group. While a clear shift to the yellow opponent is observed among AD patients, this shift is asymmetric for red and green constituent parts of the yellow opponent. A larger shift to the red constituent is found instead of green, which makes it harder to explain all the phenomena of Fechner illusory colors solely on the basis of blue-yellow opponent process, and definitely does not correspond to the sequence of physical spectral colors. The decreased perception of blue opponent was very large, but we did not observe any impairment in perception of yellow opponent colors that do not contain blue subcomponent according to the RGB system. There is impaired perception of intermediary colors containing the blue subcomponent, but less pronounced than for pure blue. This impaired pattern of visibility of illusory colors in AD patients could be explained by the prevailing disorder in the blue-yellow opponent axis, with some noticeable effect of disorder in the red-green opponent axis only in the middle part of the much broader blue-yellow axis, which may indicate the cortical, but not the retinal, origin of the disorder in perception of Fechner illusory colors in people with AD.
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![The black and white pattern of the Benham disk used to produce Fechner illusory colors and the letters assigned to the separate arcs of lines when the disk was rotating clockwise and counter-clockwise.](medscimonit-22-4670-g001){#f1-medscimonit-22-4670}

![The differences in perception of Fechner illusory colors grouped according to the blue-yellow opponent process axis in AD and CG groups.](medscimonit-22-4670-g002){#f2-medscimonit-22-4670}

###### 

The color stripes of the template used for matching of Fechner illusory colors observed by the participants and physical primary, secondary, and tertiary colors of RGB system.

  Matching band number   Color name             Color HEX code   Color RGB code
  ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------- ------------------------
  1                      Light grey (neutral)   \#969696         R: 150; G: 150; B: 150
  2                      White (neutral)        \#FFFFFF         R: 255; G: 255; B: 255
  3                      Red                    \#FF0000         R: 255; G: 0; B: 0
  4                      Orange                 \#FF7F00         R: 255; G: 127; B: 0
  5                      Yellow                 \#FFFF00         R: 255; G: 255; B: 0
  6                      Chartreuse green       \#7FFF00         R: 127; G: 255; B: 0
  7                      Green                  \#00FF00         R: 0; G: 255; B: 0
  8                      Spring green           \#00FF7F         R: 0; G: 255; B: 127
  9                      Cyan                   \#00FFFF         R: 0; G: 255; B: 255
  10                     Azure                  \#007FFF         R: 0; G: 127; B: 255
  11                     Blue                   \#0000FF         R: 0; G: 0; B: 255
  12                     Violet                 \#7F00FF         R: 127; G: 0; B: 255
  13                     Magenta                \#FF00FF         R: 255; G: 0; B: 255
  14                     Rose                   \#FF007F         R: 255; G: 0; B: 127
  15                     Black (neutral)        \#000000         R: 0; G: 0; B: 0
  16                     Dark grey (neutral)    \#555555         R: 085; G: 085; B: 085

###### 

Demographic and clinical characteristics in participant groups.

                                AD group    CG group    p
  ----------------------------- ----------- ----------- ---------------------------------------------------------------
  Number of subjects, N         40          40          --
  Age (years), Mean ±SD         76.2±7.15   74.1±6.78   0.91[\*](#tfn1-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table-fn"} ns
  Education (years), Mean ±SD   14.1±2.50   13.4±3.07   0.21[\*](#tfn1-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table-fn"} ns
  Gender, Women/Men, N          26/14       25/15       0.82[\*\*](#tfn2-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table-fn"} ns
  MMSE score, Mean ±SD          18.9±2.43   29.0±0.82   \<0.001[\*](#tfn1-medscimonit-22-4670){ref-type="table-fn"}

t-test;

Chi square test;

ns -- not significant.

###### 

The number of AD and CG participants reporting Fechner illusory colors matched to 16-color template (12 RGB and 4 Neutral colors included) in indicated arcs when Benham disk is rotating clockwise and counter-clockwise.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Direction of rotation       Clockwise   Counter-clockwise                                                                    
  --------------------------- ----------- ------------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
  Color name HEX code                                                                                                          

  1\. Light grey (neutral)\   0           0                   0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0
  \#969696                                                                                                                     

  2\. White (neutral)\        0           0                   0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0
  \#FFFFFF                                                                                                                     

  3\. Red\                    0           0                   0    0    0    0    8    8    8    12   0    0    0    0    0    0
  \#FF0000                                                                                                                     

  4\. Orange\                 0           0                   0    0    0    0    18   19   19   16   0    0    0    0    0    0
  \#FF7F00                                                                                                                     

  5\. Yellow\                 0           0                   0    0    7    1    6    7    6    7    9    0    0    0    0    0
  \#FFFF00                                                                                                                     

  6\. Chartreuse green\       0           0                   0    0    16   6    0    0    0    0    15   6    0    1    0    0
  \#7FFF00                                                                                                                     

  7\. Green\                  0           0                   0    0    5    16   0    0    0    0    4    19   0    0    0    0
  \#00FF00                                                                                                                     

  8\. Spring green\           0           0                   0    0    0    8    0    0    0    0    1    6    0    0    0    0
  \#00FF7F                                                                                                                     

  9\. Cyan\                   0           0                   0    0    0    4    0    0    0    0    0    5    0    2    0    0
  \#00FFFF                                                                                                                     

  10\. Azure\                 2           3                   0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    2    4
  \#007FFF                                                                                                                     

  11\. Blue\                  2           25                  0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    2    24
  \#0000FF                                                                                                                     

  12\. Violet\                3           3                   0    3    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    4    3    4
  \#7F00FF                                                                                                                     

  13\. Magenta\               2           2                   5    20   0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    5    17   4    1
  \#FF00FF                                                                                                                     

  14\. Rose\                  2           0                   10   5    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    13   4    2    1
  \#FF007F                                                                                                                     

  15\. Black (neutral)\       26          6                   8    3    2    2    3    2    3    1    2    0    6    2    24   6
  \#000000                                                                                                                     

  16\. Dark grey (neutral)\   3           1                   17   8    10   3    5    4    4    4    9    4    16   10   3    0
  \#555555                                                                                                                     
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

The perception of RGB colors versus Neutral colors in AD and CG groups.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Arc of lines   RGB color *vs.* neutral   Participant group   Chi-square (df=1)   p       
  -------------- ------------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------- -----------
  A              RGB color                 11                  34                  26.87   p\<0.001

  Neutral        29                        6                                               

  B              RGB color                 15                  28                  8.50    p=0.0036

  Neutral        25                        12                                              

  C              RGB color                 28                  35                  3.66    p=0.0557\
                                                                                           ns

  Neutral        12                        5                                               

  D              RGB color                 32                  34                  0.35    p=0.5562\
                                                                                           ns

  Neutral        8                         6                                               

  E              RGB color                 33                  35                  0.39    p=0.5312\
                                                                                           ns

  Neutral        7                         5                                               

  F              RGB color                 29                  36                  4.02    p=0.045

  Neutral        11                        4                                               

  G              RGB color                 18                  28                  5.12    p=0.0237

  Neutral        22                        12                                              

  H              RGB color                 13                  34                  22.75   \<0.001

  Neutral        27                        6                                               
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ns -- not significant.

###### 

The grouping scheme of Fechner illusory colors according to the constituent parts of the blue-yellow opponent process (the order of colors is based on composition of constituents, not on the numerical order).

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Color                   Group by RGB   Group by Blue--Yellow Opponent process   Group number in Blue--Yellow Opponent process analysis
  ----------------------- -------------- ---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
  11\. Blue 00\           B              Blue+ Yellow− (Red− Green−)\             1
  \#0000FF                               (Pure blue opponent)                     

  12\. Violet\            B+R            Blue+ Yellow+ (Red+ Green−)\             2
  \#7F00FF                               (Mixed blue and yellow opponents)        

  13\. Magenta\           B+R            Blue+ Yellow+ (Red+ Green−)\             2
  \#FF00FF                               (Mixed blue and yellow opponents)        

  14\. Rose\              B+R            Blue+ Yellow+ (Red+ Green−)\             2
  \#FF007F                               (Mixed blue and yellow opponents)        

  10\. Azure\             B+G            Blue+ Yellow+ (Red− Green+)\             2
  \#007FFF                               (Mixed blue and yellow opponents)        

  9\. Cyan\               B+G            Blue+ Yellow+ (Red− Green+)\             2
  \#00FFFF                               (Mixed blue and yellow opponents)        

  8\. Spring green\       B+G            Blue+ Yellow+ (Red− Green+)\             2
  \#00FF7F                               (Mixed blue and yellow opponents)        

  3\. Red\                R              Blue− Yellow+ (Red+ Green−)\             3
  \#FF0000                               (Pure yellow opponent)                   

  4\. Orange\             R+G            Blue− Yellow+ (Red+Green+)\              3
  \#FF7F00                               (Pure yellow opponent)                   

  5\. Yellow\             R+G            Blue− Yellow+ (Red+Green+)\              3
  \#FFFF00                               (Pure yellow opponent)                   

  6\. Chartreuse green\   R+G            Blue− Yellow+ (Red+Green+)\              3
  \#7FFF00                               (Pure yellow opponent)                   

  7\. Green\              G              Blue− Yellow+ (Red−Green+)\              3
  \#00FF00                               (Pure yellow opponent)                   
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[^1]: Study Design

[^2]: Data Collection

[^3]: Statistical Analysis

[^4]: Data Interpretation

[^5]: Manuscript Preparation

[^6]: Literature Search

[^7]: Funds Collection
